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I actually took a break from the CrowdRE workshop this year

…well that worked out great, didn’t it?

What happened? Well, my brother-in-law happened.

The back story is as interesting as the paper itself!

© Fraunhofer IESE [own image]
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…read all three pages of the paper!
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The paper’s origin

Experiences with industry

Some people see the potential of CrowdRE
 Multiple projects resulted in: “Wow, Marketing should see this!”

Not everybody likes CrowdRE
 One industry project fell through because the Market Research 

department at a company felt threatened by the solution we offered
 At another company, the feedback analysis was performed by the 

Marketing department, and they were content with their Excel files

Research is inspiring
 We get interesting insights from performing explorative research on 

apps that we occasionally perform about additional app aspects
 Project experience in various domains triggers new associations

A chat with my brother-in-law

Hanging out in his garden on 14 May
 My brother-in-law is a mechanical worker
 We were talking about my CrowdRE research

An alternative approach
 He felt that app analysis is boring
 Instead, why not use it for performing market research on tools
 I defended CrowdRE of course
 This could be an interesting topic for other researchers to pick up
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The paper’s genesis

The night of 15 to 16 May
 I couldn’t sleep. My mind went over the chat with my brother in law.
 I suddenly realized something that was slumbering in my subconsciousness: the boundary between CrowdRE and market research is unclear!
 In a positive sense, CrowdRE results are considered relevant for market research; in a negative sense, the added value is not always clear

 I had an “aha experience” and various examples from multiple domains started running through my head

The morning of 16 May
 I had to write my thought process down, and in just two hours I had described the situation and exemplary scenarios
 Now what? Do I send it to our Business Development people? Should I share this with other researchers and practitioners?
 Actually, when is the submission deadline for CrowdRE? This Thursday, May 19? Ok, sure!

Before the submission deadline (which got extended)
 I decided to submit a Problem Statement and had one page left to fill
 The additional time I used to derive implications from the scenarios for CrowdRE
 The extra time before submission allowed me to take care of the formalities, talk to our Business Developers, and off it went!

© Fraunhofer IESE
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I did three things in this paper

1) I analyzed the problem
 Identify interfaces between CrowdRE and market research; especially automated data analytics
 These boundaries have blurred because user-oriented activities in market research increasingly rely on automation
 Is CrowdRE still an independent field in its own right? How should it be positioned towards market research?
 The ramifications of those questions can be major!

2) I made the problem tangible
 Scenarios describe cases that make the similarities and differences between both domains clear
 What aspects serve the goals and needs of either CrowdRE analysts or market researchers?
 Borderline cases in CrowdRE research that are about market research, like fairness of the pricing model

3) I found a solution: let’s work together!
 Derived possible implications and recommendations to achieve synergies between both domains

Helpful was also this goal of the CrowdRE’22 workshop:
“How can CrowdRE learn from other disciplines such as marketing, public relations, or advertising 
to increase users' interest and motivation to actively participate?”

© Fraunhofer IESE
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Where does CrowdRE end and market research begin?

© Fraunhofer IESE

CrowdRE

Market-Driven RE

Market Research

 As subdomains of RE inherently rooted in software and systems engineering
 Surveys that are typically conducted in discrete phases until a strategic 

information need is satisfied vs. continuously
 Direct contact with prototypical/potential/actual stakeholders vs. 

a weak bond with feedback gathered and analyzed indirectly

 All definitions of CrowdRE (by Martin Glinz, by myself) include any (software) product or service

 Applies strategies from Market Research in RE

 “Concerned with typifying the market in which an organization operates, 
identifying relevant players, revealing trends, and understanding the 
organization within this market” (Hague, 2022)

 Rapidly adopting analytics tools to understand and listen to customers 
(e.g., social listening)

 CrowdRE and analysis services use online data to present analytics for products that are already on the market
 Organize results according to requirements dimensions vs. determining the success of a particular intervention
 But: if the product is a software or embedded system, both look into things like bug reports, feature requests
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Earlier effort related to market research

 A series of workshops was specifically dedicated to the analysis of app reviews for market analysis
 2014: 36th CREST Open Workshop; focus on App Store Analysis
 2016: NII Shonan Meeting on Mobile App Store Analytics
 2016: First International Workshop on App Market Analytics (WAMA)
 2017: Second International Workshop on App Market Analytics (WAMA)
 2019: Third International Workshop on App Market Analytics (WAMA)
 See https://appmarketanalytics.github.io/

 People involved with this workshop include scholars often cited in CrowdRE literature:
 Walid Maalej*
 Federica Sarro
 Maleknaz Nayebi
 Soo-Ling Lim
 and others

* Hint: something about a keynote earlier today…

© Fraunhofer IESE
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Scenarios
1) Taxi app

Context
 Feedback to taxi apps are about:
 The app (interactions, functions, quality)
 Primary focus of CrowdRE

 The service (taxi booking, timeliness, ride, driver, problems)
 Primary focus of market research

CrowdRE vs. market research
 Can a complaint about being charged a no-show fee that was the 

driver’s fault be a basis for a function that checks who is at fault?

[own image]
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Scenarios
2) Robot mop

Context
 A software-intensive system that vacuums and mops the floor
 Users interact more with the robot than with the app
 Reviews on online marketplaces, websites of electronics stores, and 

video platforms are of greater interest than app store reviews
 Set-up procedure, robot performance, maintenance, costs, service

CrowdRE vs. market research
 Is the analysis for design choices or to improve aspects of the 

business primarily of interest to the engineers, or to the marketing 
department?
 E.g., decisions by marketing, like personalization options, strongly 

influences the user experience

[image: Jongruk Anudachakul; iStock.com/LightSecond]
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Scenarios
3) Car

Context
 Even with connected vehicles, software/apps play a rudimentary role
 Transmitted vehicle data does not reveal user opinion

CrowdRE vs. market research
 User feedback can help gauge how well certain innovations are 

received and whether the vehicle appeals to its target audience
 A market research question, as well as requirements validation

Note
The infobox in the seminal CrowdRE paper “The crowd in requirements 
engineering: The landscape and challenges” (IEEE Software, 2017) 
describes a CrowdRE scenario with vehicle data and user feedback

[image: iStock.com/metamorworks]
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Scenarios
4) Tool

Context
 Non-software physical products that do not require software to 

operate like a mechanical saw
 Possible software integration by links to online resources (manuals, 

tutorials, support, webshop) with QR codes, NFC chips
 Online classifieds websites for trading second-hand tools revealing 

the durability of the tool over several years
 Understand the performance of a model; shape strategic decisions 

(e.g., remaking an older model without sacrificing quality)

CrowdRE vs. market research
 A central question in CrowdRE is how the crowd -- i.e., the users of a 

product or service -- share their opinions over online platforms
 Interaction with (private) platforms of the manufacturer can be 

monitored

[image: iStock.com/gresei]
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For CrowdRE practice

CrowdRE analysis results are useful for market research
 Market research can adopt CrowdRE insights and methods into their practice, with contributions such as>
 identifying and describing users / customers (i.e., stakeholders)
 understanding how they provide feedback and express needs

 CrowdRE should regard itself as a means of providing decision support to:
 software developers, as it has always done
 marketing and decision-makers (e.g., by measuring key performance indicators)

CrowdRE analysis results should not only be used to improve a product's software components, but also its context
 CrowdRE should focus more on aspects of RE that are less concerned with the software itself
 Satisfying stakeholder needs for adequate customer support, fair pricing, durability of physical components, etc.

CrowdRE and market research should mutually share their know-how
 With market research being a mainly business-driven field, CrowdRE should give impulses based on its IT experience
 CrowdRE can learn from market research and adjacent fields with what techniques they appeal to, engage, and motivate the crowd*

* Remember the CrowdRE’22 goal?

© Fraunhofer IESE
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For CrowdRE research

CrowdRE research should be inspired more by research on other products and services
 Learn how to better understand user feedback for RE based on research from marketing and market research
 User reviews regarding restaurants,1 food ordering,2 tourism,3 hospitality,4 and feedback gathering in general5

CrowdRE research should enrich research on automation in market research
 There are many market research tools, but hardly any literature on automated evaluation of users and their feedback in market research
 Perhaps due to the domain's limited experience with machine learning?

 There is an older, well-regarded paper on automated marketing research6 and a recent insightful work that assesses how consistent the analysis of 
online product reviews is with outcomes through market research techniques7

CrowdRE could spark research on applying its techniques to non-software products
 The scenarios are interesting to pursue in the scope of interdisciplinary research projects and doctoral dissertations

© Fraunhofer IESE

1 “Behind the Ratings: Text Mining of Restaurant Customers” (Jia, 2018)
2 “What Are Customers Commenting On, and How Is Their Satisfaction Affected? Examining Online Reviews in the On-Demand Food Service Context” (Xu, 2021)
3 “Online Reviews: Differences by Submission Device” (Mariani, Borghi & Gretzel, 2019)
4 “QR Codes as a Tool for Receiving Feedback about Guests’ Satisfaction at Destinations” (Vuksanović et al., 2021)
5 “Customer Feedback Gathering and Management Tools for Product-Service System Design” (Mourtzis, 2018)
6 “Automated Marketing Research Using Online Customer Reviews (Lee & Bradlow, 2011)
7 “Automated Inference of Product Attributes and Their Importance from User-Generated Content: Can We Replace Traditional Market Research?” (Roelen-Blasberg, Habel & Klarmann, in press)
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CrowdRE shouldn’t end where market research begins, nor vice versa

The problem
 It is difficult to really distinguish CrowdRE from market research by the way they use automation to analyze data for comparable purposes
 Is CrowdRE sufficiently distinct from market research?

My proposed solution
 We should accept that boundaries are fading
 Let’s work together and aim for a common goal where:
 CrowdRE makes sure its analysis results are useful for decision-makers and marketeers
 Market research makes sure its output is useful to designers and developers

 This would help CrowdRE to become more versatile overall

© Fraunhofer IESE
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